Reserve a seat in history at the Great Lakes Center for the Arts.

With a mission to serve as a cultural and social hub for Northern Michigan, the Great Lakes Center for the Arts will inspire, entertain and educate with year-round programming across all genres — theater, music, dance, movies and film, intellectual dialogue and education.

When the curtain goes up in 2018, the Center will present exceptional opportunities to bring world-class performances to the shores of Lake Michigan.

Celebrate the power of the arts and strong communities by naming a seat and by joining the Family of Supporters.

**LEAVE A LASTING LEGACY.** Name a seat for yourself, and honor a loved one — your spouse, a child, grandchild, parent — recognize the contributions of a business associate or that special teacher who inspired you or your child to reach their dreams.

---

**We look forward to welcoming you to the family!**

For information on available seat locations, please contact:

Maris Harrington  
Director of Development  
Great Lakes Center for the Arts  
maris@greatlakescfa.org  
231 439 2606

---

AS THE STARS COME OUT, KINDLY TAKE YOUR SEATS...
PLEASE TAKE YOUR SEATS!

SIT BACK, RELAX AND ENJOY WORLD-CLASS PERFORMANCES AND PROGRAMS IN THE STATE-OF-THE-ART THEATER. BE ENTERTAINED BY THE FINEST IN MUSIC, DANCE, AND THEATER. EXPERIENCE NEW HORIZONS AS YOU ARE EDUCATED BY STIMULATING INTELLECTUAL DIALOGUE.

Inspirational leaders have provided strong foundations for the Capital Campaign of the Great Lakes Center for the Arts. Your vision and generosity will enable the Center to reach the Capital Campaign goal.

By naming a seat, you are joining the family of dream makers who believe in the power of the arts to transform lives!

In recognition of your generosity, you will be invited to an exclusive tour of the theater on July 6, 2018, prior to Grand Opening on July 7, 2018. You will have the opportunity to find your seat and have a sneak preview of what you have helped to make possible.

SEAT CAMPAIGN DETAILS

Seats may be named for an outright capital campaign contribution of $5,000 per seat.

$5,000

Naming a seat does not provide tickets for all performances in that seat, rather best efforts will be made to provide seating in your named seat at box-office prices depending on availability and according to the Great Lakes Center for the Arts ticketing policies.

Great Lakes Center for the Arts is a 501(c)3 charitable organization in Michigan.